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CHAPTER-III 

THE ADVAITA THEORY OF ANUPALABDHI 

The Advaita V~dantins and the Bhatta Mimamsakas accept 
•• 

anupalabdhi as a separate source of valid cognition (pramana), 
• 

because it is the only way of knowing a negative fact. When the 

negation of a thing capable of being cognised is known, it is 

through anupalabdhi on account of the fact that other pramanas 

fail to provide the knowledge of absence. It's object is the non

existence of a thing, but not the non-existence itself. The five 

~ pramanas ( except the sixth called anupalabdhi adopted by the 
• 

Advaita Vedanta and Bha~~a Mimamsa) are not capable of apprehen

ding a negative fact and hence the sixth one (i.e., anupalabdhi) 

is to be taken as a separate source of knowledge. If each prama_na 
,?~ -

leads to some knowledge not~derivable from other sources, it can 

keep its exclusive character. Hence, non-existence cannot be 
/' 

grasped by perception, anumana, upamana, arthapatti or Sabda$ 

That is why, a separate source of valid cognition (pramana) called 
• 

anupalabdhi has to be accepted. 

The Bhattas and Advaitins are of the opinion that the ab-
•• 

sence of an object and its attribute of its locus are known by the 

unique source of knowledge called non-apprehension ( anupalabdhi), 
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which means that the absence of an object is apprehended by its 

non-perception. Not seeing a jar in a place one can say that it 

is not there. In the same way in the cases like, "The teacher is 

not in the class room", "There is no sound here", "The apple is 

not round 11 , "This flower has no fragrance", the knower becomes 

aware of the same object or its attribute by means of non-percep

tion. The teacher's absence from the class-room is known by the 

non-apprehension of his presence there, but not by the perception 

of his absence. T~acher's absence is not known by the perception 

of the room or anything else in the room. 

It may seem paradoxical that the non-apprehension of an 

object is a means to the apprehension of its non-existence (abhava). 

But in fact both non-perception and perception become the means 

of knowledge, i.e., pramana to the knower (pramata). They lead 

to both positive and negative experiences. The knower knows both 

the presence and absence of things with the help of perception as 

well as non-perception respectively. It is known to us that there 

is a tree on the ground, because we see it. It is also known that 

there is no tree on the ground, because we do not see it. These 

two different cognitions are expressed in two different sentences. 

The one does not lead to the another. The knowledge of the absence 

of the bird on the tree is not a case of perception, because the 

sense-organ has no contact with the absence. It does not also 

follow from the perception of the tree~ It proceeds directly from 

the non-apprehension of the bird. 
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In this connection, it is worthy to mentiom the metaphy

sical presuppositions behind the postulation of anupalabdhi as a 

pramana. The Advaitins believe in the non-dual entity - Brahman • 
• 

According to them, Brahman and atman is one and the same. The 

phenomenal world is nothing but the manifestation of Brahman. That 

the whole world is nothing but Brahman is known through the reali

sation of Brahman. One who realises Brahman can identify oneself 

with the whole world. To him, there is only one Reality, i.e., 

Brahman, which can be described as advaitavastha, i.e., a situa-

tion when someone is identified with Brahman. This situation, 

according to the Advaitins, is the state of liberation. But one 

who has not realised the self or Brahman is not able to understand 
/ 

the non-dual situation. Hence $ruti, Vedanta literature, Upanisad 
• 

etc. give an account of a situation with the help of some des-

criptions. The epistemology as advocated by the Advaitins is goal

oriented. The ultimate goal·is to lead an individual to the path 

of the realisation of the self. Anupalabdhi has been accepted. as 

a pramana to serve a very important purpose. To an ordinary man 

it is to be informed that in Brahman there is the absence of dua-

lity. Brahman is only one and ultimate reality. To realise Brahman 

entails the realisation of a Reality which is non-dual. That Brahman 

is Advaita means there is absence of duality. To gather an idea of 

Brahman as having absence of duality in the phenomenal stage is 

not possible until and unless anupalabdhi is accepted as a 
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pramana. 1 That Brahman is Advaita or nondual signifies that the 
• 

absence of duality is there as. an adjunct of Brahman witho1.:1t which 

the non-dual character of Brahman is not ascertained in the pheno

menal stage. In other words, that Brahman is indeterminate and 

non-dual is ascertained with the help of the adjunct - called 

'the absence of duality'. If it is not ascertained that Brahman 

is indeterminate, the duality in the phenomenal world which is 

the result of nescience or illusion cannot be removed. Hence, the 

author has introduced the sixth pramana-anupalabdhi which alone 

can ascertain the non-dual character of Brahman. 2 

According to Vedanta Paribhasa, the means of valid cogni-
• 

tion as anupalabdhi is the extra-ordinary cause of the apprehen

sion of non-existence which is riot due to knowledge as instrument. 3 

In other words, anupalabdhi is an uncommon cause of awareness of 

absence which is not caused by other knowledge. The word 'the 

1. Viv~ti (a Bengali commentary) on Vedantaparibhasa, Edited by 
• 

Panchanam Bhattacharya, Calcutta, p. 223, 1377 (B.S.). 

2. Ibid. 

"""- - - -- --- - . 3. Jnanakaranajanyabhavanubhavasadharanakaranam anupalabdhirupam 
• - . pramanam 

• 

- Vedantaparibhasa (Ghapt. Anupalabdhi-pariccheda), 
• 

Edited along with English Translation by s. Suryanarayana 
,.._ -
Sastri, Adyar Library, Madras, 1942. 
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apprehension• (anubhava) in the definition is incorporated in 

order to exclude memory where there may be the recollection of 

non-ex~stence and the term used in such a way only to emphasis 

the direct awareness of non-apprehension. The means of the direct 

awareness of the absence is called anupalabdhi.4 Awareness is of 

two types : Smrti (recollection) and anubhava (presentative cog-
• 

ni tion). When the object is directly known, it is a kind of pre

sentative cognition. That is to say, when some objects are known, 

they can be verified through the presence of those objects. If we 

have the awareness of a jar, it can be verified through the physi

cal presence of the jar. It is called presentative cognition or 

anubhava, because the object is physically present here. So far 

as recollective cognition or Smrti is concerned, there is also 

awareness which is not of anubhava type. Because the object of 

recollective knowledge is not physically present. So far as the 

awareness of absence is concerned, it is of anubhava type. If we 

feel the absence of a jar, for example, on the ground, it is a 

kind of presentative cognition or anubhava. For, the absence of 

it can be verified. But when the absence of an object is recollec

ted, it is not of anubhava type. When I was a student, for example, 

I had absence of money, But now as I am employed, I have no such 

4. Abhava - smrtyasadharana - hetu - sa~skare•tivyaptivarana-. . • - . / . yanubhaveti v~sesanam. . . 
- Ibid. 
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absence. Hence, the absence of money which I experienced in my 

student-life may be recollected now. This recollection of the ab

sence of money is not a presentative cognition (anubhava), but 

smrti. In order to exclude such type of knowledge Dharmaraja . 
Adhvarindra, th~ author of Vedantaparibhasa, has incorporated 

• 
the word anubhava in the definition of anupalabdhi. 5 

The word 'which is not due to the instrumentality of know-
....,_ - ) ledge' (jnanakaranajanya is inserted in order to exclude other 

• 
means of cognition like inference etc. that are caused through 

the instrumentality of knowledge. 6 For, inference is caused thro

ugh the instrumentality of the knowledge of hetu which has inva

riable concommitance with the thing to be inferred. When the nature 

of the thing is ascertained by itself as in the case of the know

ledge of non-existence, the relation of any hetu to it_cannot be 

determined. So there can be no inference due to not having appro

priate ~· Verbal testimony_ and presumption are all due to know

ledge, viz., n~mely words conveying an intention and the things 

(a Bengali commentary) on Vedantaparibhasa, Edited by 
• 

5. Vi.y~ti 

Panchanan Bhattacharya, Calcutta, p. 223, 1377 (B.S.). 

6. Anumanadi - janyatindriyabhavanubhava - hetavanumanadavati

vyapti - varanaya - janyantam. 

- Vedantaparibhasa (Chapt. anupalabdhi-pariccheda), 
• 

Madras, 1942. 
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to be explained respectively. Hence, these are excluded from the 

purview of the definition. It is also to be noted that non-appre

hension is the sole means for having the direct knowledge of non

existence of perceptible objects and their attributes, but the 

indirect knowledge of their non-existence can be attained by other 

means. In other words, the non-existence of objects capable of 

being cognised is known directly by non-apprehension (anupalabdhi). 
....... _ -

Moreover, if the adjunct 1 jnanakaranajanya', i.e., not caused by 

.instrumentality of knowledge, were not inserted in the defini~ion, 

it would have been unduly extended to inference, verbal testimony 

etc. The term 'asad'naranakaranam, i.e., uncommon cause, is inclu-
• 

ded in the definition in order to exclude the common cau~s like 

unseen factors etc. (adrsta etc.).7 Because the non-existence of 
• • • 

dharma (merit) and adharma (demerit) are supposed to be known 

only through inference, but not through non-apprehension as they 

are supersensuouso Hence, the definition given by Dharmaraja 

AdhvarTndra is free from all types of defects. 

In this regard, it is necessary to pointout that anupalabdhi 

is also without any vyapara (function or operation) like upamana 

and arthapatti. Here also karana (instrument) is not taken as that __ .__ 

which is yya~aravat, but it is understood as that which is 

7. Adrstadau sadharana - karane 1ti - vyapti - varanayasadha-
• . . . . . 

raneti/ . 
- Ibid. 

I 

I. 
I 
I 
I 
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-- 8 yyaparabhinna. If •anupalabdhi' does not have 'karana', it would 

not have been considered as a pramana as per definition of it . 
(pramayah karanam pramanam). As anupalabdhi is a pramana, it is . . . . 
to be presumed that there must be some karana in it. If the term 

" 
'karana' is taken in a traditional sense (i.e., yYaparavad asa 

dharanam karanam karanam meaning an uncommon cause having opera-
• • • 

tive process is an uncommon cause), there is no karanatva in this . 
sense. Hence, the term 'karana'is to be interpreted in a different 

• 
way. In the case of perception etc. there is the uncommon cause 

associated with operative process, i.e., eye and it's contact with 

eye (sannikarsa). In the case of anumana also there is uncommon 

cause, i.e., the knowledge of yyapti which is connected with vya

para, i.e., paramars"a. But in the case of anupalabdh!., there is 

uncommon cause nodoubt, but there is no yyaRa~ due to the impo

ssibility of the operation of the sense-organ with the absence. 

Hence, here karana has to be taken as yyaparabhinna, but not 
• 

a. (§ 40) TS - Asadharanam karanam karanam. 

& 

TSD - Vyaparavat karanam karanam iti mate paramar~dvara 
• • - """-vyaptijnanam. 

- Tarkasamgraha-Dipika on Tarkasamgraha by 

Annam Bhatta, Tr~nslated ang Elucidated by Gopinath 
•• 

Bhattacharya, Progressive Publishers, Calcutta, 1983. 
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yyaparavat. So far as uncommon cause is concerned, it is obvious-

ly there. Hence, it is said that while perception etc. are endowed 

with uncommon cause as associated with yyapara (yyaparavad), the 

-non-apprehension is endowed with an uncommon cause having no vya

para at all (i.e., vvaparabhinna). 

The most important points of the above discussion can be 

shown in the following way : 

a) Anupalabdhi is an uncommon cause of awareness of the absence of 

something.· In order to exclude common cause like adrsta etc., ... 
the term •asadharana' is incorporated • . 

b) It is direct or immediate and presentative, because memory of 

past non-existence is excluded from the purview of the definiion. 

c) Here karana is not taken in the sense of vyaparavat, but in the 

sense of vyaparabhinna. 

d) It is not produced by the ordinary positive means of knowledge, 

viz., namely knowledge of invariable concommitance, knowledge 

of similarity, knowledge af the fact to be explained and know

ledge of the words conveying intention respectively. 

Now it would be much helpful for us to understand the 

Advaita concept of anupalabdhi if it is highlighted through the 

concept of anupalabdhi as advocated by Bhattas. In this connec-
~ .. 

tion it may be noted that there are striking resemblances between 

two theories or rather each theory is complementary to another. 
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§abarasvamin9 holds that the absence of other means of 

knowledge is not itself due to the means of knowledge of non-exis

tence in any sense. This sense is also clearly expressed by 

Kumarila Bhatta that if the five (positive) means of knowledge in 
• • 

the case of an object do not function towards the comprehension 

of the existence of that object, we have negation as a pramana 
---!...-

for the non-existence of that object. The ascertainment of the 

non-existence of an object depends upon the validity of negation 

as a way of knowing. Now the question is : How do we determine the 

validity of negation and what is the ground of its validity? In 

reply, the Bhattas refute the opponents view by saying that the 
• • 

validity of negation is not established through perception or 

. f 10 J.n erence. 

Kumarila claims that there is no rule that pramana must 

always be positive •. Because pramanas dealing with positive enti-
• 

ties cannot.tell us anything about negative entities. According 

to Kumarila, the non-existence of an object in ~ particular locus 

is not identical with the locus itself. It is something more than 

the existence of the mere locus (adhisthanatriktam tattvam). Thus, 

existence (bhava) and non-existence (abhava) are two different 

9. (abara Bhasya on Jaimini Sutra I.i.5. 
----------~·-- . 
/ - -10. Sloka-Varttika of Kumarila Bhatta, verse 45-46, Edited by .. 

Dr. c. Kunhan Raja, Madras, 1946. 
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aspects, but not identical, i.e., one is not reducible to other. 

The process of cognising a negation is purely mental. It means 

that ha1ng perceived the presence of the bare locus and after re

membering the counter-positive (pratiyogin), we arrive at a nega-

tive judgement that "it is not " . . . . . . Thus, neither perception 

nor inference can be valid in the case of a negative cognition, 

for there is no logical mark of a negative object. The positive 

objects are known through positive means of knowing. In the same 

way, negative objects are apprehended through Anupalabdhi. If 

positive objects were also apprehended through abhava, all the 

objects would have been known by this, which is not possible. 11 

The main contention of the Bhatta-Mimamsaka is that if 
• • 

the negation of an object is known, it presupposes the knowledge 

of the locus on which the object of absence i.e., counterpositive 

(pratiyogi) remains. Because, without the knowledge of the counter

positive absence can not be known. The absence cannot be known if 

pratiyogi is not capable of being cognised. Though locus and 

pratiyogr are known, there is r:to logical mark through which the 

absence can be known. Hence, absence is not capable of being per

ceived er ... inferred, but capable of being known through non-appre

hension (anupalabdhi). 

11. Kasyacid yadibhavasya syad abhavena kenaci t samvandhadart'anam 
• 

tatra sarvamanam prasajyate/ 

- Ibid, verse 34. 
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So anupalabdh~ or non-apprehension is a means of knowing 

non-existence (abhava). Anupalabdhi is concerned with apprehen

ding negative facts (abhava) and hence it is connected with the 

non-existence. For example, the non-existence of an elephant in 

a room is known through the absence of my apprehension of an ele

phant in this room. Such non-apprehension is known as anupalabdhi. 

It is also to be noted that the self should be known as 

different from non-self. In this connection, the question may be 

raised in the following way. Is this difference (bheda) a negative 

entity or absence (abhava)? If absence, it has no relation with a 

sense-organ and it cannot, therefore, be grasped by any of the 

five pramanas. One can say that difference is known from non-cog-. 
nition (anupalabdhi). But why? Bheda is a kind of anyonyabhava 

(mutual absence). That is, when it is said that self is different 

from non-self, the form of absence will be : 'Self is not non-self'. 

Or in other cases, when it is said 'jar is not jar', there is the 

knowledge of the absence of a jar. This absence is somehow known 

to us. If there is any knowledge, there must be some sources of 

knowing. This source is not perception or inference etc. Hence, 

non-cognition or anupalabdhi must be the source of knowing the 

absence of it. 

It may be argued whether anupalabdhi always gives rise to 

the knowledge of non-existence. If it is said that anupalabdhi 

does not lead always us to the knowledge of non-existence, another 

problem would crop us. The problem is : When can anupalabdhi be 

., 
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regar~ed as the source of the knowledge of non-existence? In other 

words, it is a problem whether anupalabdhi is pramana in. each and 

every case of absence or in some specific cases. 

In reply, Dharmaraj'a Adhvarindra, the author of -Vedanta-

paribhasa is of th~ opinion that appropriate anupalabdhi (yogy~ 
• 

nupalabdhi) can give rise to the knowledge of non-existence. As 

the imperceiptible objects like merit, demerit etc. are not capable 

of being known through sense-organ, there is no certainty of know-

ing their non-existence. Hence, non-apprehension of those objects 

that are capable of being known (yogyanupalabdhi) is the instrument 

of the apprehension of non-existence. In fact, knowing an absence 

presupposes the knowledge of the counterpositive or absentee (pra

tiyogl). The knowledge of absentee again presupposes it~ capability 

of being known .. directly with the help of sense-organs. If there is 

a pratiyogi (i.e., absentee) which is not capable of being known, 

the absence of it cannot be ascertained. 12 Hence, the term 'yogya' 

is attached to 'anupalabdhi'. 

It may be argued that the absence which is said to be 

/- -- - . - -visesabhavaditi vacyam; dharmadharmactyanupalabdhi - sattve'pi . 
-- ., - - !Ia. - -tadabhavaniscayena yogyanupalabdherevabhava - grahakatvat/ 

(Ghapt. a~upalab~hi-

Pariccheda), Madras, 1942. 
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known through inference may be known with the help of non-appre

hension also. Because there is no difference between the absence 

apprehended through anupalabdhi and absemce attained through 

inference. If ~t is said that the absence of an object which is 

supersensuous is to be known through inference and absence of 

objects other than this type is to be known through anupalabdhi,. 

there would be the defect of logical cumbrousness - called Gourava 

due to accepting various causes for know~ing the knowledge of ab--
sence. Hence, it is the contention of the opponents that knowledge 

of all types cif absence should be known through anupalabdhi. 13 

In order to refute the above standpoint the Advaitins 

forward the following arguments. If anupalabdhi is taken as a 

source of knowing all ;types of absence (negation), there would 

arise the possibility of knowing an absence of some incidents, 

or objects existing in dream due to having.non-apprehension of 

them. Moreoyer, there would arise the possibility of knowing the 

absence of merit, demerit etc. at the waking state due to the same 
14 reason. But actually the knowledge of absence of merit and 

13. Vivrti (a Bengali commentary) on Ved~ntaparibh~sa, Edited by . 
Panchanan Bhattacarya, Calcutta, p. 224, 137:7 (B.s.) 

- - -- / 14. Dharmadharmadyanupalabdhi - sattve'pi tadabhavaniscayena 

yogyanupalabdherevabhav:a - grahakatvat. 

- Vedantaparibhasa (Chapt. anupalabdhi Pariccheda), 
• 

Madras, 1942. 
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demerit is not known though there is anupalabdhi of them. Hence 

Anupalabdhi cannot be the source of knowing all types of absence 

(abhava). On account of this only yogyanupalabdhi (i.e., absence 

of those that are capable of being perceived) is to be taken as 

pramana of abhava. Though at the waking state there is non-cog

nition of merit, demerit etc., yet it (i.e., absence of merit, 

demerit etc.) is not capable of being known through anupalabdhi 

due to having the absence of yogyanupalabdhi. The absence of 

merit, demerit etc. is known through inference, but not through 

anupalabdhi. 15 

Another problem may be raised in the following way : How 

is the yogyata (appropriateness) of anupalabdhi to be ascertained? 

· One reply can be given that yogyanupalabdhi is a kind of anupal'aodhi 

whose absentee (pratiyog'I) is a perceptible object. As for example, 

if there is a absence of jar on the ground, the anupalabdh!_ of the 

jar is a kind· of yogyanupalabdhi; because the jar which is the 

counterpositive of the absence is·a perceptible object. So the 

non-perception of the jar on the ground necessarily indicates the 

knowledge of its non-existence. 

The opponents argue that what may be the exact meaning of 

the term 'yogya'r:tupalabdhi•. The meaning is of two types : 

i) The non-apprehension of a counterpositive which is capable of 

15. Vivrti (a Bengali commentary) on Vedantaparibhasa, Edited by_ 
--~·-- . 

Panchanan Bhattacharya, Calcutta, p. 226, 1377 (B.S.). 
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being perceived. 

ii) The non-apprehension of the counterpositive in the locus which 

. bl f b . . d 16 
~s capa e o e~ng perce~ve • 

It may be said that the former is not correct. If yogyang

palabdhi is taken as non-apprehension of tne perceptible object, 

there would not be the perception of the difference of spirit in 

a pillar, Because the counterpositive of the difference of spirit 

is the spirit itself which is not capable of being perceived. In 

that case though there is the non-apprehension of the counterposi

tive i.e., spirit, this non-apprehension (anupalabdhi) is not 

yogyanupalabdhi although the difference of spirit is perceptible. 

Hence, the former meaning is not tenable. 17 

The second meaning is not also tenable. If yogyanupalabdhi 

is the non-apprehension of an object in a perceptible locus, there 

would arise the possibility of perceiving the absence of merit, 

demerit etc. in the self (atg:@.Q.) as there is yogyanupalabdhi of 

the counterpositives like merit etc. in the perceptible-self. Here 

16. N anu keyath yogy~mupi3:1_~··.~dhih? f{im yogyasya pJ:>atiyogino' 
- ~· ~ . . 

nupalabdh~Uta yogye'dhikarane pratiyogyanupalabdhih? . . . 
- Vedantaparibhasa (Chapt. anupalabdhi 
------------~·~ . 

pariccheda), Madras, 1942. 

- ;_- - - I 17. Nadyah, stambhe pisacadi - bhedasya - pratyaksatvapatteh 
• • • 

- Ibid. 
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'perceptible self' means self existing in the body. There is also 

self which is not associated with body. This type of self is not 

perceptible, which is not taken here. In other words, here is the 

locus itself which is capable of being perceptually known there 

is the non-apprehension of the counterpositives like merit, demerit 

etc. From these it would follow that there would be the perceptibi

lity of the absence of merit, demerit etc. in the self. In this 

case, the non-existence of dharma (virtue) and adharma (vice) in 

the self could not be known through anupalabdhi though the locus 

i.e., self is perceptible and hence it cannot be taken as an appro

priate locus. But it has already been stated that the absence of 

dharma, adharma etc. can be known through inference only. From this 

it follows that the appropriateAess (yogyata) of anupalabdhi does 

neither mean the appropriateness 0f the absentee ~or the appropri

ateness of the locus of absence. 18 

The appropriateness of a particular anupalabdhi can be known 

by applyiAg a kind of hypothetical argumeAt of the following type. 

When we can say that a particular object would have been known, had 

it been present there, there is yogyanupalabdhi. If there is a jar 

on the ground in a broad daylight, it would have been perceived. 

From the non-perception of the jar, the non-existence of it is 

18. Nantyah, atmani dharmadharmadyabhavasya pratyaksatva-
• 

patteriti cet, na/ 

- Ibid. 

! 
' ' 

' 
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known. 19 In other words, the non-existence of the jar on the 

ground is known through yogyanupalabdhi. But such type of hypothe

tical argument is not possible if there is the absence of a jar 

in a darkroom~ The absence of a jar in a room which~ sufficiently 

illumined can be apprehended. At that same time there may be the 

absence of a jar in a complete darkroom. In the latter case 

yogyanugalabd~i cannot be applied, because in this case it is not 

possible to apply hypothetical argument in the form - 'Had the 

jar been in the roomt it would have been cognised'. As there is 

no light in the room a jar though present cannot be cognised. 

Hence, the knowledge of the absence of a jar in a darkroom is 

not known through yogyanupalabdhi. 20 Again, if there is a spirit 

in a pillar through the relation called identity (tadatmya), it 

19. Anupalabdheryogyata ca tarkita - pratiyogisattva - prasaf(jita -

pratiyogikatvam/ yasyabhavo grhyate, tasya yah pratiyogT, . . 
tasya sattvenadhikarane tarkitena prasanjitamapadana - yogyam 

• 
pratiyogi - upalabdhi - svarupam yasyanupalambhasya tattvam, 

tadanupalabdheryogatvamityarthah/ . 
- Ibid. 

20. Tathahi sphitalokavati bhutale yadi ghatah syat, tada 
• • 

ghatopalambhah syadityapadana - sambhavat tadrs'a - bhutale 
• • . 

ghatabhavo'nupalabdhigamyah, andhakare tu -- I!- ... - -tadrsapadanabha-
• • • 

vanrianupalabdhi - gamyata/ 

- Ibid. 
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would have been perceptible by itself like the pillar. Hence, 

the absence of the spirit in a pillar is known through 

anupalabdhi. The matter can be explained in the following way : 

If spirit is different from the pillar and spirit remains in 

pillar through contact then the existence of the spirit in the 

pillar would not be known. But if spirit~ without being different 

from the pillar, remains in the pillar through the relation called 

tadatmya, it's presence would have been cognised like the pillar. 

As pillar is cognised, the spirit which is identical with pillar 

is also to be cognised. Hence, the hypothetical argument of the 

previous type may also be applicable here. In this way, the non

apprehension of the spirit in a pillar is possible through yogya

nupalabdhi. Although dharma etc. exist in the self, we cannot 

apply the hypothetical argument in the form : 'If dharma etco 

were in the self, they would have been perceived'. Hence, the 

absence of dharma etc. cannot be known through yoqyanupalabdhi. 21 

The Advaita concept of anupalabdhi can be explained with 

the help of the commentary known as Maniprabha. According to 
• 

Maniprabha, a particular sense-organ does not give us the know-. 
ledge of an object bearing certain characteristic features and 

21. Ata eva stamphe tadatmyena pi(aca - sattve stambhavat 

pratyaksatvapattya tadabhavo'nupalabdhi - gamyah/ Atmani . . 
dharmadharmasattve'pi tasyatindriyataya niruktopalambha

padanasambhavanna dharmadharmadyabhavasyanupalabdhi-gamyatva~/ 

- Ibid. 
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existing in a particular locus. If the object is capable of being 

perceived, the absence of the knowledge is the means of conveying 

the knowledge that the object possessing those characteristic 

does not exist in that locus. 22 

It may be argued by the opponents that, since the Advaitins 

admit that the apprehension of the absence of a jar on the ground 

is possible if there is some sense-activity, it follows that the 

knowledge of the non-existence like the non-existence of its locus 

is derived from sense-perception, but not a different source of 

knowledge called anupalabdhi. The main contention of the opponent 

is that in order to know the absence of an object we have to see 

the locus. Hence, sense-organs are operative even in the case of 

the knowledge of absence. As sense-organs are active, the knowledge 

of absence should be taken as perceptual, but not the 

attained through anupalabdhi. 23 
knowledge 

In reply, the Advaitins argue that sense-activity is pre

sent in the immediate apprehension of both existence and non-exis

tence, but anu~alabdhi of the absent object is present only in the 

case of the apprehension of non-existence. It cannot be said that 

in each and every case of the apprehension of an object the sense-

22. Maniprabha / -on Sikhamani, p. 318. 

23. Viv:ti (a Bengali commentary) on Vedantaparibha~a,Edited by 

Panchanan Bhattacharya, Calcutta, p. 233, 1377 (B.S.) 
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activity is present. There are some peculiar cases of absence as 

in the case of ayogyanupalabdhi (about which the discussions have 

already been made) which cannot be known through anupalabdhi. 24 

It may be asked that the non-existence is to be taken as 

the object of sense-perception if we admit that the perception is 

caused by non-existence as a capacity of content ( artha.). Without 

accepting the non-existence as an artha, how perception is possi-

ble. But it cannot be said that the non-existence is the object 

(artha) of sense-perception logically, because it does not come 

to the contact of the sense-organ as we find in the cases of a 

jar etc. 

The above question does not stand by itself. It can be 

solved in the light of the previous arguments. We have already 

mentioned that the causes of the knowledge of an object are sense

activity, anupalabdhi etc. Here anupalabdhi alone-is the-·unique-

cause of the knowledge of non-existence, but not the sense-activi

ty. So anupalabdhi alone must be accepted as the special cause of 

apprehending non-existence, but not sense-activity etc. Hence, it 

may be said that the knowledge of non-existence under considera

tion cannot be apprehended through the operation of the sense-

organs and it is not perceptual. 

It may further be argued that both the knowledge of 

24. Ibid, p. 234. 
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existence and non-existence bear the same character of immediacy. 

That is to say, if knowledge of existence is known directly with 

the help of sense-organ, the knowledge of non-existence also should 

be known with the help of the same means due to having the same 

character of immediacy. 25 Do the Advaitins want to say that ground 

is known through one means, i.e., perception and the knowledge of 

non-existence through another, i.e., anupalabdhi? 

In reply, the Advaitins are of the opinion that though the 

apprehension of the object is attained through perception, the ab

sence of an object is known through a different instrument called 

anupalabdhi which is a separate pramana. It is not logical to say . 
that the non-existence is to be known in the same line by which 

the ground is known. There is no certainty that the character of 

the produced knowledge determines the means of knowing it~ qut it is 

the character of the mental process or function (vrtti) that de

cides the method through which it is known. This method is{ not cer

tainly a perceptual one though the knowledge is of immediate nature 

26 Hence, it is known through a separate means called anupalabdhi. 

25. The six ways of knowing, Edited by D. M. Datta, 

Calcutta University Publication, 

Calcutta, 1972, p. 173. 

26. Vrtti- vaijatyamatrena pramana- vaijatyopapatteh/ 
-!....-.. • • • 

Tatha ca ghatabhavakara vrttirn.endriya - janya, indriyasya . . 
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There is no certainty about the.theory that if one object 

is known through perception, other objects that are known imme-

diately should also be known through the same process, i.e., per

ception. Because to the Advaitins the nature of the object deter

mines the process through which it is to be known. Each and every 

mental form oi: function technically called vrtti is according to 

the nature of the object. Hence the mental mode or vrtti in the 

form of ground is different from that of absence of a jar. Though 

there is immediacy in both the cases, the mental mode is different 

in two cases. Hence, from the difference of mental mode the diffe

rent way of knowing or pramana has to be accepted. The mental mode 

in the form of the absence of a jar is not caused by the sense

organ (na indriyajanya), through the mental mode in the form of 

ground is caused by the sense-organs. Hence, perception cannot 

reveal both presence and absence of an object. For absence, we 

have to accept a separate source of knowledge called anupalabdhi. 

Another serious objection may be raised against the 

Advaitins that the knowledge of the non-existence of a jar is 

immediate or direct. The Advaitins admit that the non-existence 

which is the product of cosmic illusion (Maya) should be of 

visayena•sannikarsat kintu ghatanupalabdhi - rupa - manantara-. . . . 
janyeti bhavatyanupalabdhermanantaratvam/ 

- Vedantaparibhasa (Chapt. anupalabdhi 

pariccheda), Madras, 1942. 
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immediate character. In other words, if the knowledge of the non

existence of a jar is perceptual, there would arise the possibi

lity of perceptibility even in the case of the illusory knowledge 

of the non-existence of a jar when there is really a jar on the 

ground. It can be explained in the following way. When the real 

absence of a jar (but not erroneously); is known immediately, the 

illusory knowledge of the non-existence of a jar should be known 

directly. The Advaitins believe that in illusion the cause of 

illusory objects (i.e., Maya) is of a positive character (bhava

rupa). From this it follows that maya is not merely a negation 

of knowledge, but indeterminable. The absence of a jar which 

forms in the content of illusory knowledge will be indeterminable 

and positive, but not a negation. Had it been a negation, the 

sense-contact would not have been possible. In order to avoid 

this difficulty if it is said that the absence of a jar in illu

sion does not have any maya as its material cause, it will go 

against the basic position of Advaita Vedanta. 27 

27. Nanvanupalabdhi - rupa - manantara - pakse'bhavapratiteh 
• • 

pratyaksatve ghatavati ghatabhavabhramasyapi pratyaksa-
. . . . • 

tvapattau tatrapyanirvacaniya - ghatabhavo'bhyupagamyeta/ . 
Na cestapattih, tasya mayopadanakatve'bhavatvanupapatteh, . . . . 
mayopadanakatvabhave mayayah sakala - kirryyopadanatvanupapa-. 
ttiriti cet/ 

- Ibid. 
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Dharmaraja has tried to solve this difficulty with the 

following argument. The illusion of the absence of a jar is not 

indeterminable product of maya. It is the case of cognition 

which is called anyathakhyati, but not anirvacaniya-khyat!. The 

absence of a jar is cognised in the colour of the ground is to 

be cognised on the ground only. The jar is non-existing in the 

colour of the ground. When there is the illusory knowledge of 

the non-existence of a jar on the ground, there is the cognition 

which of different type, i.e., anyathakhyativa~~· It cannot be 

questioned how the Advaitins can propagate the doctrine of anya

thakhyati which is formulated by the Nyaya-Vai(esika. Because 

the Advaitins also acc~pt anyathakhyativada in the case of illu

sion. In other words, if there is the illusory cognition of ab

sence on the ground then it must be taken as anyathakhyativada, 28 

because the absence of a jar is not really there. If there is the 

knowledge of the absence of a jar in a place where there is rea

lly the absence, it would be taken as anirvacaniyakhyativada. 

28. Na, ghatavati ghatabhava - bhramo na tatkalbtpanna -
• 

ghatabhava - visayakah, kintu bhutala - rupadau vidyamano . . . 
laukiko ghatabhavo bhutale aropyate ityanyathakhyatireva/ . 
Aropya - sannikarsasthale sarvatranyathakhyatereva . 

- Ibid. 
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Such knowledge of absence_though produced through anupalabdhi 

is not mediate or indirect. There is the relation called 

Samjuktabhinna-vi{esanata (i.e., ~~alifierness identical with - . . 
the conjoined) between sense-organ and absence of a jar exis

ting in the colour on the ground. Hence, the object which is 

conjoined wit~ the sense-organ may be known through a separate 

pramana. Whatever pramana it may be, there will always be imme-
• 

diacy of knowledge. There will not be uniformity if it is said 

that the object of illusion in some cases is phenomenally true 

and in some cases it is indescribable. This view is not correct 

according to the Advaitins, because it has been accepted that, 

where the imposed object is in connection with the sense-organ, 

there is always anyathakhyativada. On the other hand, where the 

imposed object is not conjoined with the sense-organ but dir·ect, 

there the doctrine of anirvacaniyakhyati has to be accepted. 

Hence, there is no problem. 29 

The author of Vedantaparibhasa admits four kinds of 

non-existence that can be known through anupalabdhi. Four kinds 

of non-existence are : Previous non-existence (E,Xagabhava ); non

existence as destruction ( pradhvamsabhava), .absolute non-existence 
• 

(atyantabhava) and mutual non-existence (anyonyabhava). 

29. Astu va pratiyogimati tadabhava - bhramasthale tadabha

vasyanirvacaniyatvam, tathapi tadupadanam mayaiva/ 

- Ibid. 
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The first is defined as non-existence of an effect in its 
30 material cause previously before the effect is originated. It 

is the object 0f an apprehension that the thing will come into 

being. The non-existence of a jar, for example, in its material 

cause (earth), prior to the production of the jar, would be called 

pragabhava. So the judgement, "The jar will exist", 31 applies 

only to the case of pragabhava, whereas the judgement, 11The jar 

does not exist", is common to all kinds of non-existence. 

According to the Naiyayikas, the definition of pragabhava 

is the absence which is destructable called pragabhava (vinas,Xa

bhavatva). Any absence, they opine, does not come to an end if 

pragabhava is not accepted. But the Vedantins think that all the 

absences are destructible. Hence, they do not accept the Nyaya 

view and formulated the above mentioned definition. In other 

words, praqabhava does not have any begining and it cannot 

remain in a different place other than material cause and time. 32 

30. Karane karyyasya ghataderutpatteh purvam yo'bhavah, 
• • • • 

sa pragabhavah/ 
• 

- Ibid. 

31. Sa ca bhavisyatiti pratitivisayah/ 
• • 

- Ibid. 

32. Viv~ti (a Bengali commentary) on Vedantaparibha~a, Edited by 
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The second is illustrated as follows. There is the ab-

sence of a jar, after it has been destroyed with a club. This 

non~existence as destruction is also certainly destroyed when 

its substratum, (i.e., the pieces of a jar) is destroyed. 33 This 

is contrary to the view of the logicians, according to whom it 

has a begining but no end. It cannot be questioned how there can 

be a cessation of destruction where the substratum of the des-

truction is eternal. The Advaitins admit that when the locus of 

the non-existence created by destruction is destructible, the 

non-existence cannot be endless or indestructible. Moreover, when 

the locus, in question, is endless or eternal, the non~existence 

in question is eternal, viz., as in the case of an atom. 34 

They also admit that Brahman is alone endlessly real 

or eternal entity,which follows that kind of non-existence which 

is endless and which has Brahman for its locus. An indirect proof 

Panchanan Bhattacharya, Calcutta, 1377 (B.S.), p.237. 

33. Tatraiva ghatasya mudgarapatanantaram yo'bhavah, sa 
• 

dhvamsabhavah/ 
• 
- Vedantaparibha:a (Chapt. anupalabdhi 

pariccheda), Madras, 1942. 

34. Vivrti (a Bengali commentary) on Vedantaparibhasa,:':Edited by . 
Panchanan Bhattacharya, Calcutta, 1377 (B.S.), 

p. 238. 
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of the falsi ty-.!of the statement, according to them, is that the 

destruction of the non-existence of an object created by its des

truction necessarily implies the re-emergence of the object. 35 

It is seen that the Naiyayikas accept the destruction 

which has a begining but no end. But the v·edantins think that 

the destruction also comes to an end as all the~objects excep

ting Brahman are non-eterna1. 36 The locus of the destruction 

is only the material cause of the counterpositive. The object 

whos~ locus is its material cause_would be destroyed due to the_ 

destruction of the material cause. Otherwise it has to be believed 

to remain without any locus. Nothing in the phenomenal world may 

remain without locus, because Brahman also has been accepted as 

having without locus. Hence, the destruction is capable of being 

destroyed with the destruction of its material causes. The con

trary of the counterpositive is its destruction as the destruction 

remains after the destruction of the counterpositive (i.e.,prati

yogi). There is no possibility of its coming back again. That is 

35. Anyatha pragabhava - dhva~satmaka ghatasya -/ 
- nase, 

• 
pragabhavonmajjanapattih/ 

• 

- Ibid. 

36. Na caivamapi yatra dhvamsadhikaranam nityam, tatra katham 
• . -;' - . - / . 

dhvamsa - nasa iti vacyam, tadrsamadhikaranam yadi caitanya -
• 

vyatiriktam, tada tasya nityatvamasiddham/ 

- Ibid. 
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why, it has been stated as· if there is destruction of the des

truction of a jar. The jar cannot reappear just as the jar is 

the counterpositive of the-destruction of jar and the same jar 

is also counterpositive of the destruction of the ~estruction 

of a jar. It may be said that the destruction of a jar should 

be the .counterposi ti ve of the destruction of the destruction of 

a jar. But why is only jar taken as Eratiyogi? It can be replied 

in the following way. Just as at the time of the destruction of 

a jar an individual does not have apprehension of a jar, so in 

the case of the destruction of the destruction of a jar the in

dividual has the same feeling (the non-apprehension of a jar). 

In both the cases we have a common feeling that the jar is des

troyed~ Hence, the jar is taken as the counterpositive of the 

d t t . f th d t t" f . 37 . es rue 1on o e es rue 1on o a Jar. 

The third kind of non-existence literally means absolute 

non-existence. If a particular thing does not exist in past, 

present and future, it is to be taken as absolute non-existence 

of that thing in that locus. 38 The other three kinds of absence, 

37o Vivrti (a Bengali commentary) on Vedantaparibhasa, Edited 
• 

by Panchanan Bhattacharya, Calcutta, 1377(B.S.),p. 238. 

38. Yatradhikarane yasya kalatraye'pyabhavah, so'tyantabhavah/ 
• • • 

--- Vedantaparibha:a (Chapt. anuoalabdhi 

pariccheda), Madras, 1942. 
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- -i.e.' eragabhava (prior absence)' dhvamsabhava (non-existence as 
• 

destruction) and anyonyabhava (mutual absence) do not remain at 

anytime. According to the Advaitins, after the production of the 

counterpositive there is pragabhava, at the destruction of the 

locus there is dhvamsabhava and after the removal of nescience 

there is anyonyabhava (i.e., mutual absence). 39 But the absolute 

absence remains as long as time remains. That is why, absolute 
~.2. 

negation remains pervading all times, e.g., there is~absence of 

colour in the air. It is a kind of absolute absence as it remains 

covering three times (i.e., colour does not exist in air in three 

times). This absolute absence becomes the counterpositive of des

truction at the time of dissolution just like space etc. At the 

time of dissolution the locus of space etc. is destroyed just as 

space is destroyed. In the like manner, after the destruction of 

the locus of absolute negation, the absolute negation is destroyed. 40 

If somebody says that the absolute absence of an absurd 

entity like the absolute absence of hare's horn etc. may be con

sidered as a case of absolute absence, it is not tenable. For, 

though here the absence of hare's horn remains in past, present 

and future, it cannot taken as real atyantabhava. Atyantabhava 

of an entity which really exists can be taken as a real one. In 

39. Vivrti (a Bengali commentary) on Vedantaparibh~sa, Edited by 
• 

Panchanan Bhattacharya, Calcutta, 1377 (B.S.), p. 241. 

40. Ibid. 
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fact, the negation is possible if the counterpositive of it is 

a real object. If pratiyoqi is an absurd entity, it is not an 

atyantabhava. This type of absence is called the absence, the 

counterpositive of which is an absurd entity (allkapratiyoQl

kabhava1The object which is prasakta (i.e., capable of being 

n~gated) can be negated only. According to this principle, the 

hare's horn etc. are not capable of being negated due to their 

non-existingtor absurd character. Hence, their absence is not 

possible. 

Lastly, mutual non-existence (anyonyabhav~) is nothing 

but difference or separateness due to which, we generally say, 

"This is not such and such 11 , "This is not that". The object of 

such awareness is a kind of absence which is called anyonyabha

~.41 This mutual absence is generally used by the terms diffe

rence (bheda), separateness (prthaktva) and classification in 
• 

the following way - "This is different from that", "This is se

parated from that•• and "This is classified from that". The 

Naiyayikas have accepted the separateness and classification as 

qualification (guna).. But the Vedantins do not think so. Because, 
--..!-

they do not think that classification, separateness and diffe

rence are not different from each other due to the identity of 

41. Iaamidam neti pratiti - visayo'nyonyabhavah/ 
• 

- Vedantaparibha~a (Chapt. anupalabdhi 

pariccheda), Madras, 1942. 
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The Naiyayikas think that the mutual absence is eternal, 

while the Vedantlns do not. According to the Vedantins, a case of 

mutual absence becomes non-eternal if the locus and the counter-

positive of the mutual absence are non-eternal. In the case of 

the mutual absence in the form "jar is not cloth", the locus and 

the counterpositive (i.e., jar and cloth) are produced object. 

Hence, this mutual absence is non-eternal. If these are eternal 

(i.e., anuyogi i.e., locus of absence.and pratiyogi i.e., counter

positive are eternal), the mutual absence also becomes eternal. 

In the mutual absence 11Jiva different from Brahman" or "Brahman 

is different from Jivan the anuyogi i.e., the locus of absence 

and pra-tiyogi i.e .. , counterpositive of the absence are eternal. 

Hence, mutual absence is also eterna1.43 

Difference is of two kinds - conditioned (sopadhika) and 

42. Ayameva vibhago bhedah prthaktvam ceti vyapadi(yate, 

bhedatirikta - vibhagadau pramanabhavat/ 
• 

- Ibid. 

43. A¥amcanyonyabhavo'dhikaranasya saditve sadih/ 
. • • u 

Yatha ghatepata - bhedah/ 
• • 

Adhikaranasyanaditve'nadireva/ .. . 

- Ibid. 
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unconditioned (anupadhikal~ The conditioned mutual absence is 

that the existence of which is the yyapya of the existence of 

its upactQi, while the uncondioned mutual absence is that which 

has not this kind of . t 44 ex1.s ence. In other words, the mutual 

absence becomes sopadhika, i.e., endowed with limiting adjunct, 

if its existence is pervaded (vyaoy~_) by the existence of the 

limiting adjunct (uQadhi). This type of mutual absence remains 

as long as its limiting adjunct upadhi remains. The existence 

of mutual absence is conditioned by the existence of UQadhi. The 

first type of absence lies in the mutual absence of the space 

which is due to the difference of upadhi like jar etc. We can 

take another example, the same sun becomes different due to the 

difference of the container of water on which it is reflected. 
--/ . 

Though there is no difference of Akasa or space, yet it is a well-

known fact that there is a difference between space limited by 

jar (gha~aka~) and the space limited by mission (ma!h~k~J. 

The difference of same space appear to us due to the difference 

of uQad_bi (ghata or matha). In the same way, it can be said that 
-~·- . 

there is no difference in the sun. In spite of that there is 

difference among the containers of water due to the difference 

of the container which are upadhis, the sun seems to be difference. 

----·-·-·-·----------------
44. Punarapi bhedo dvividhah sopadhiko nirupadhika~eti/ . - ..... - - . - . Tatropadhi_-satta -vyapya -sa tta katvam sopadhika tvam, 

tacchunyatvam nirupadhikatvam/ 

- Ibid. 
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The unconditioned mutual absence lies in the difference of cloth 

in a jar (ghato no patah). 45 . . 
The differences as found in Brahman are illusory as they 

are produced by some nescience, The nescience is positive, but 

not the prior absence of knowledge. Hence, it can produce illu

sion of difference. 

The anupalabdhi can, however, be proved as a separate 

pramana with the method of reductio-ad-absurdum or tarka as found 

in Indian philosophy. In the case of knowledge, 'There is no jar 

on the ground' -the negation is known with the help of reductio

ad-absurdum or tarka which is generally adopted by us at the 

time of apprehension. The form of tarka will be like this, "Had 

there been a jar on the ground, it would have been perceived". 

As it is not perceived, it is not there. In the same way, when 

the jar is known· as different from the pot, the mutual absence 

is known through the application of tarka again. That jar is di

fferent from pot is known through their non-identification (bbeda). 

The tarka will go like this, "Had the jar been identified with pot, 

45. Tatradyo yatl]aikasyaka§asya ghatadyupadhibhedena bhedah/ 

Yatha caikasya suryyasya jalabhajanabhedena bhedah/ 
• 

Yatha caikasya Brahmano'ntahkaranabhedad bhedah/ 
• 

Nirupadhikabhedo yatha ghate pata-bhedah/ . . . 
- Ibid. 
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it would have been perceived as such". As jar is not revealed 

to us as an identical with a pot, it completely differ·ent from 

that. In this way, we are going on applying tarka in order to 

know an object correctly. When "the book", for example, is 

known, it is known as non-identified with non-book. In the same 

way, cow is known as different from other animals, i.e., non

cow, as cow is not identical with others. In this way, in our 

practical life we are applyin.g tarka in order to get the know

ledge of absence. 


